
RealNex is the most comprehensive, 
integrated solution for commercial real 
estate professionals. Our tools give you 
the power to manage projects from 
end-to-end, to simplify your processes, 
and to close deals faster.

 AREAS is a listings management and presentation  
 tool that seamlessly displays your RealNex   
 MarketPlace Listings in a sophisticated search   
 engine embedded in your company website —   
 showcasing your listings and your agents in real  
 time and in their best light.

 More than just an inventory of listings, AREAS   
 provides your website audience with compelling  
 maps and a variety of data sets including   
 demographics, business data, drive times —   
 enabling better and faster decisions.

 Originally designed for Economic Development  
 Councils, AREAS provides interactive    
 demographic and regional data for relocating   
 businesses. AREAS has been newly configured for  
 commercial real estate brokerages, featuring   
 company listings and agents in a data-rich format.

Present your listings in their best light.

RealNex wants to be your 
Technology Behind the Deal.
Learn more at www.realnex.com
E: info@realnex.com
P: 281-299-3161

Visual demographic
data automatically
updated to your
website.
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TESTIMONIALS
I have used RealNex PropertyLine for over 10 years and was 
excited to hear about their new service, AREAS. AREAS is 
affordable, user-friendly and company branded throughout. 
It delivers a clean, professional look to our website.

— Frank P. Gatski, CPM, CCIM
President/CEO Gatski Commercial

 Automatically display your listings on your    
 company/broker website at half the cost.

 Best of all it's cost-effective, meaning you save money   
 on similar products found elsewhere because there are   
 no additional ‘premium fees’ for the number of listings   
 included on your site

  Need an assistant?
  AREAS keeps your listings current.
With AREAS, your listings will always be current on your 
website and the RealNex MarketPlace -- delivering added 
exposure and traffic. Use RealNex to manage your listings 
for seamless integration or arrange for a regular data 
upload and leave the updates up to us.

  Keep website visitors coming back.
Add “stickiness” to your company website. AREAS 
formulates your website as both a repository of listings and 
a searchable database of regional demographics and 
businesses. It is relevant content that will have clients 
bookmarking your page.

  Showcase your properties and your agents.
AREAS beautifully presents your properties, but it also  
makes certain that your agents receive the profile they 
deserve. Add professional biographies, specialties, 
designations, photos and contact information. Your agents 
will be featured on your website and show up when 
browsers search for agents on the RealNex MarketPlace.

  Piles of data. Tons of options.
  Reports at the push of a button.
 Search nearby places including: businesses, churches,   
  schools, government buildings, fire stations, transit   
  facilities and more.
 Apply demographic heat maps that highlight gender,   
  age, race, income level and housing type.
 Overlay up-to-date traffic conditions, transit routes, and  
  even bicycle paths.
 Available listing detail on reports.
 Large map graphics with brief listing detail.
 Full demographics (either in report form or exported in  
  an Excel spreadsheet).


